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I n a city rife with political

discord, it is encouraging to

find an issue on which every-

one seems to agree: The United

States needs vibrant defense

strategic processes now more

than ever.

With the latest round of major

national security and “quadrenni-

al” reviews completed or nearing

completion,

the time is

ripe for Con-

gress and the

administration

to pursue con-

crete improve-

ments in how

the US, and

particularly

the Depart-

ment of De-

fense, creates,

communicates

and infuses

strategic

thinking into

its activities.

This is not a

criticism of

the latest

Quadrennial

Defense Re-

view (QDR). It

is instead a recognition that any

review process executed once

every four years is insufficient to

guide the defense of our nation

over the fluid and uncertain geo-

political and fiscal environment

we are likely to face in the com-

ing 20 years.

With more than two years left in

the current administration, Con-

gress and DoD should build on

the intent to improve the strategic

planning that first led to the 1996

standing QDR requirement. Here

are four concrete steps that

would create richer strategic

discourse and stronger depart-

mental road maps for the future:

n Congress should dramatically

simplify the QDR statute. The

current law is laden with a dis-

parate range of requirements that

cannot reasonably be met

through a single process, let

alone a process that at its heart

should be about identifying and

articulating priorities. Congress

should use the annual National

Defense Authorization Act proc-

ess to provide more routine and

timely oversight on the strategic

planning priorities and reporting

requirements.

n To be most effective, Con-

gress should recraft the National

Defense Panel (NDP) statute in

three ways. It should direct the

panel to focus on the broad stra-

tegic issues its members believe

the nation faces, to include the

major trends and possible wild

cards the secretary of defense

and chairman of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff should be watching.

Accordingly, Congress should

direct the NDP to report its find-

ings one year prior to the due

date of the QDR— not 90 days

after the QDR is released, as the

current statute requires.

Finally, Congress should require

the NDP to commission or over-

see multiple competitive analyses

of the future security environ-

ment. These three changes would

make best use of outside luminar-

ies, and would jump-start the

QDR process with ideas that are

likely to be more out-of-the-box

than the internal DoD process

might allow.

n Congress should match its

hearing schedule and witness

requirements to its stated interest

in improving defense strategic

direction. Every year, the defense

secretary and Joint Chiefs chair-

man are called to testify on the

defense budget. Yet not since the

2001 QDR have the two been

called to testify at a hearing fo-

cused exclusively on defense

strategy or the future security

environment. It is hardly a won-

der the strategy development

process is often an afterthought

in the routine machinations of the

department. More routine atten-

tion from Congress on strategy

(and the analysis that underlies

it) would not only increase the

incentive for DoD to improve its

efforts, it would also improve

member and staff knowledge of

the key long-term challenges

facing the US military.

n The secretary of defense

should commission an external

review of the department’s strate-

gy and planning processes and

associated roles and responsibil-

ities. For an organization of its

size and importance, the depart-

ment is significantly underinvest-

ed in the joint talent, analysis and

tools necessary to support the

secretary and chairman in their

force development and other key

decisions, and staffs are too often

at loggerheads to serve the na-

tional interest well.

Ten years have elapsed since

the last such review, ordered by

Secretary Donald Rumsfeld.

Much about the world and the

department’s operations and

organization has changed since

the so-called Aldridge Report of

2004. So, too, has the state of the

art for strategic analysis.

The department needs to shift

its culture from a linear, industrial

age series of exhausting “pitched

battle” strategy debates to an

agile, 21st century approach of

continual strategy development,

assessment and execution. The

release of three strategic docu-

ments in four years — the 2010

QDR, the 2012 Defense Strategic

Guidance and the 2014 QDR—

suggests the department is be-

coming aware of this necessity,

and of the inability of its current

structure to easily adjust to it.

An outside review should focus

particular energy on ensuring that

resource and capability decisions

are fully linked with the secre-

tary’s strategic direction in the

department’s multiple decision

processes.

Senior-level interest in defense

strategic planning tends to be

fleeting; it typically comes around

once every four years and fades

quickly. In today’s environment,

the United States literally cannot

afford to make defense strategy a

“once every four years” endeavor.

Now is the time for Congress and

the administration to improve our

strategic planning approach and

the 21st century analytic tools and

processes that underpin it.N
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T hree years into an “age of

austerity” in Western mil-

itary spending, expectations

are building for a new wave of

mergers and acquisitions (M&A)

in the defense industry like the

one that followed the Cold War.

Just as before,

change is

resetting

customers’

expectations,

investors’

outlooks and

corporate

strategies.

However,

the imper-

atives of to-

day’s defense

company

stakeholders

could not be

more different

from those of

a quarter-

century ago.

By contrast, a

defense indus-

try for the age

of austerity

will reflect different impulses:

Customers who require commer-

cial-style innovation more than

simple cost reduction; investors

who see a more complex formula

for value creation than simply

M&A; and competitors more

adept and aggressive than in-

cumbents still indulging the man-

tra “higher, faster, farther.”

Western defense industries

emerging from the Cold War were

indeed transformed. In the US, an

industry of mostly mid-sized

platform specialists and multi-

industrial firms consolidated into

a half dozen first-tier contractors,

each addressing a wide range of

opportunities with integrated

system offerings.

In Europe, consolidation pro-

ceeded more slowly, but a hand-

ful of transnational firms and

joint ventures has emerged to

form a distinct first tier. Trans-

Atlantic mergers and partnerships

compounded these trends; there

is hardly an opportunity on either

continent for armored vehicles,

transport aircraft, utility heli-

copters, turbine engines, radars

or spacecraft that fails to attract

offerings with a provenance on

both sides of the Atlantic.

This transformation was initial-

ly a response to defense minis-

tries’ concerns that the costs of

overcapacity would overwhelm

shrinking budgets. Today, the

focus of concern is instead on

low, slow productivity and the

narrowing of the technological

advantages of the West.

These contemporary customer

expectations should redirect

corporate initiatives toward the

siren call of high-tech commerce

— “better, quicker, cheaper!”

Responding to that call will in-

volve companies gaining access

to the iconic commercial technol-

ogies of our age, like advanced

computing, robotics, biotech-

nology and nanotechnology.

Investors in defense companies

also are transmitting a different

impetus for change. The defense

industry of the early 1990s was

financially weakened, compelling

chief executives to offload un-

derperforming assets and aggre-

gate scale around their most

competitive capabilities.

Today’s industry is sound fi-

nancially with historically high

share prices. Employment reduc-

tions paced to declining demand,

combined with a slow run-out of

peak Pentagon outlays, have

enabled US companies to sustain

returns; plus, balance sheets, rife

with cash, are providing the typ-

ical defense company investor

the kind of low-risk yields that in

the 1990s were available only

from US Treasury bills. The de-

fense sector has roughly doubled

in value over the past two years.

This financial strength will

allow executives to exercise a

richer palette of strategic choices

and dampens the fervor for sim-

ple consolidation. Some may well

target bigger scale in core capa-

bilities or complementary ad-

jacencies, but such 1990s-styled

moves will be more selective.

Conversely, more companies with

strong franchises in mature prod-

ucts will instead harvest value by

breaking them up or by cultivat-

ing risk-averse investors with

utility-style stability and returns.

Still more ambitious (or pessi-

mistic) executives may embark

on capital deployment strategies

to sharply pivot their companies’

portfolios toward innovative

offerings and potentially higher-

growth markets.

One factor driving strategic

choices will be emerging entrants

employing commercial technol-

ogies and leveraging private cap-

ital to disrupt comfortable

incumbencies. Bellwethers of this

trend at the leading edge of the

technology-development S-curve

already are winning competitions

for cloud computing, big data

analytics and robotics. Likewise,

at the mature-product end of the

curve, entrants are taking share

in tactical wheeled vehicles,

utility helicopters, space launch,

satellite communication services

and even frigate-class ships.

A decade from now, the defense

industry will comprise more

varied companies and competi-

tion dynamics than resulted from

the post-Cold War restructuring.

Room will remain for the pure-

play behemoth, but that space

will be smaller and innovation

will languish within it. In their

place will be traditional contrac-

tors addressing more diversified

customers and geographies.

There will be more companies

rooted in the business practices

and technology bases of the com-

mercial sphere, and more small

and medium-sized enterprises

that succeed with a tightly fo-

cused scope.N
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